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Abstract 
The KL-ONE concept langu age provides role-value ma.ps (RVMs) as a 
concept forming operator that compares sets of role fillers. This is a useful 
means to specify structural properties of concepts. Recently, it has been 
shown that concept languages providing RVMs together with some other 
common concept-forming operators induce an undecidable subsumption 
problem. Thus, RVMs have been restricted to chainings of functional roles 
as, for example, in CLASSIC. Although this restricted RVM is still a useful 
operator, one would like to have additional means to specify interaction 
of general roles. The present paper investigates two concept languages 
for that purpose. The first one provides concept forming operators that 
generalize the restricted RVM in a different direction. Unfortunately, it 
turns out that this language also has an und ecidable subsumption problem. 
The second formal ism allows to specify structural properties W.r.t. roles 
without using general equality and is equipped with (complete) decision 
procedures for its associated reasoning problems. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Concept languages based on KL-ONE [Brachman and Schmolze, 1985] are mostly 
used to represent the terminological knowledge of a particular problem domain 
on an abstract logical level. To describe this kind of knowledge, one starts with 
atomic concepts and roles, and defines new concepts using the operations pro-
vided by the language. Concepts can be considered as unary predicates which 
are interpreted as sets of individuals, and roles as binary predicates which are in-
terpreted as binary relations between individuals. Examples for atomic concepts 
may be Human and Female, and for roles friend and enemy. Many terminological 
formalisms concentrate on the following three categories of operators to build a 
terminology : 
• Boolean connectives (n, u, and --,) that allow concepts to be combined 
without any direct reference to their internal structure. For example, if the 
logical connective conjunction is present as a language construct, one may 
describe the concept Woman as "humans who are female", and represent it 
by the expression Human n Female. 
• Role-forming operators that allow new roles to be defined. For example 
the composition (0) allows the role "friend of enemy" to be represented by 
enemy 0 friend. 
• Operators on role fillers that allow the 'internal' structure of the concepts 
to be operated on. Many languages provide quantification over role fillers 
which allows, for example, the concept "human with a friend" (resp., "hu-
man with only female friends") to be described by the expression Human n 
:Jfriend.Human (resp., Human n Vfriend.Female). An interesting subclass of 
operators on role fillers are the operators for role interaction. The frequently 
used number restrictions can be seen as a degenerated form to specify role 
interaction (on one role). For example, the concept Lucky-Human could be 
defined as :J>loofriend n :J<2enemy. As soon as an individual belonging to 
this concept has two role fillers for enemy, it can be deduced that they are 
equal. 
The kind of models that can be specified by the operators considered so far 
is quite restricted. If a concept C is satisfiable, then it is satisfiable by an in-
terpretation that arranges its individuals in a tree structure. For example, it is 
possible to require that the members of a concept have role fillers for a role R, 
sayan individual a, and a role S, say b. But it is not possible to specify that a 
equals b or that a and b have any common (transitive) role-filler, or that their 
respective role-fillers are in any relation to each other. 
So there is a need for additional means to specify role interaction. The classical 
prototypes of this kind of operators are the structural descriptions and role-value 
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maps (RYMs; see Section 3 for a definition) that are discussed and motivated, 
e.g., in [Brachman and Schmolze, 1985]. 
An RYM would allow one to specify that the set of all friends of an individual 
is equal to the set of all enemies (which may be true for some people if olle looks 
at some never ending soap operas): enemy =RVM friend where enemy and friend 
are roles. 
In [Schmidt-SchauB, 1989; Patel-Schneider, 1989] it has been shown that a 
concept language with RYMs and a few other common operators has an un-
decidable subsumption problem. As a reaction on this disappointing negative 
result, RYMs have been restricted in existing systems to attribute agreements, 
see, e.g., [Borgida et at., 1989]. Attribttles are functional rol es and are some-
times also called features. I.e., they have at most one role filler per object. Let 
best-friend and main-enemy be attributes. Then an individual belongs to the con-
cept main-enemy =RVM best-friend if it does not have a main enemy, or if it does 
not have a best friend, or if its best friend is at the same time its main enemy.1 
In this paper several other operators for specifying interaction of role and 
attribute fillers are investigated. The existential 1'ole/atl1'iblll e ag1'eem enl can be 
used to specify that there is at least one enemy that is also a fri end: 3( enemy = 
friend ). If th is operator is restricted to attribute chainings it is just the same-a.s 
operator in CLASSIC. 
The expression 3(enemyobest-friend = friend obest-friend ) represents that there 
is at least one enemy and one friend who have the same best-friend. The llnive1'sal 
agreement is used in the expression V( enemy 0 best-friend = friend 0 best-friend) 
to formalize that the best-friends of all friends and enemies are the same. On 
attribute chainings this construct agrees with the RYMs. 
The existential role/attribute disagreement can express that there is at least 
one enemy and one friend that are not identical: 3( enemy -=J. friend ). The ex-
pression V( enemy -=J. friend ) says that each member has on ly true fri ends and true 
enemies- there is no filler that is both a friend and an enemy. 
Although it is at least not obvious how RYMs (on roles) can be simulated by 
this group of operators, it turns out that the existential and universal agreements 
lead to an undecidable subsumption problem (Section 3), too. 
Section 4 introduces a new concept language which is able to relate fillers of 
role/attribute chainings. The main idea is to replace the general "=" (resp., "-=J.") 
above, by abstract, not further defined predicates or by predicates of a concrete 
domain. In [Baader and Hanschke, 1991a] we al ready proposed an extension 
scheme with concrete domains, but there, the predicates are only applied to 
chainings of attributes. The present paper generalizes this extens ion scheme 
considerably. 
1 Actually, in CLASSIC the same-as operator requires the existence of one main-enemy and 
one best-friend . 
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As an example, consider the classic (toy) domain of families. Let age , spouse, 
and husband be attributes, ch ild a role, and Male, Human not furth er defined 
concepts. Then a family cou ld be represented by 
Woman 
Man 
Family 
Human n Female 
Human n -,Female 
:lhusband.man n :lspouse.woman n 
Vchild.human 
The specification can be further refined by enforcing that there IS a marrIa.ge 
certificate and that children are younger than their parents. 
Norma l-fam ily = Family n 
V( child 0 age > spouse 0 age) n 
:lh usband , spouse. marriage-certificate 
Here the concrete predicate ">" and an abstract binary predica.te marriage-certificate 
are used to formulate the additional requirements. 
Section 5 sketches sound and complete reasoning algorithms (see Section 6 for 
a proof) for this expressive concept language with attr ibu te (dis)agrC'emcnts and 
the new structural description operators that are based on predicates. 
The concept language A.cCF is the basis for the two extensions and is defined 
in the next section . 
2 THE BAISe LANGUAGE 
This section introduces the language A.cCF as a prototypical convent ion a l con-
cept language. It will be the start ing point for the extensions described in the 
following sections . 
Definition 2.1 (T-box syntax) Concept terms are built from concept, role, 
and attribute names using concept-forming operators. If C and D are syntactic 
variables for concept terms and R is a role or attribute name, then 
are concept terms. 
CnD 
CUD 
-,C 
:lR.C 
VR.G 
(conj unction), 
( disjunction), 
(negation) 
(exists-in restriction), and 
(val ue restriction) 
Let A be a concept name and let D be a concept term. Then A = D is a 
terminological axiom. A terminology (T-box) is a finit e set T of terminological 
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axioms with the additional restrictions that no concept name appears more than 
once as a left hand side of a definition, and T contains no cyclic definitions. 2 
A concept name that does not occur on the left side of a concept definition is 
called primitive. 0 
Please note that the exists-in and the value restrictions are not only defined 
for roles but also for attributes. The next definition gives a model-theoretic 
semantics for the language introduced in Definition 2.1. 
Definition 2.2 (T-box semantics) An interpretation I for Ace]=" consists of 
a set dom(I) and an interpretation function. The interpretation function asso-
ciates with each concept name A a subset AI of dom(I), with each role name R a 
binary relation RI on dom(I), i.e., a subset of dom(I) x dom(I) , and with each 
attribute name f a partial function fI from dom(I) into dom(I). For such a 
partial function fI the expression fI (x) = y is sometimes written as (x, y) E fI. 
The interpretation function - which gives an interpretation for atomic terms-
can be extended to arbitrary concept terms as follows: Let C and D be concept 
terms and let R be a role or attribute name. Assume that C I and DI are already 
defined. Then 
1. a E (C U D)I iff a E C I or a E D I , 
a E (C n D)I iff a E C I and a E D I , 
a E (-,C)I iff a E dom(I) \ CI, 
2. a E (V R.C)I iff 
for all y with (x, y) E RI we have y E GI , and 
a E (:JR.C)I iff 
there exists y with (x,y) E RI and y E CI . 
An interpretation I is a model of the T-box T iff it satisfies AI = DI for all 
terminological axioms A = D in T. 0 
An important service terminological representation systems provide is com-
puting the subsumption hierarchy, i.e., computing the subconcept-superconcept 
relationships between the concepts of a T-box. This inferential service is usually 
called classification. The model-theoretic semantics introduced above allows the 
following formal definition of subsumption and satisfiability. 
Definition 2.3 (T-box services) Let T be a T-box and let G, D be concepts. 
Then D subsumes C with respect to T iff C I ~ DI holds for all models I of T. 
A concept C is satisfiable if there is a model I of T that satisfies C, i. e., C I is 
not empty. 0 
2See [Nebel, 1989; Baader, 1990] for a treatment of cyclic definitions in concept languages. 
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All extensions of A£CF in the present paper involve attribute/role chainings, 
which are built from role and attribute names with the binary, associative infix 
operator 0 which is interpreted according to 
(a, b) E (Rl 0 R2)I iff 
there is a e with (a,e) E Rf and (e,b) E R~ 
The special attribute name f- is always interpreted as identity. 
In addition to the formalism defined so far , there is an assertional componrnt 
(A-box) to draw terminological inferences about individuals. 
Definition 2.4 (A-box syntax) Let OB be an alphabet oj individ'ilals, IJ C 18 
a concept and R is a role or att1'ib1Lie, and a, b n:re individuals, lh en 
a=b 
a-#b 
a: C 
(a,b): R 
(equality), 
(negated equality), 
(membership assert ion ), and 
(role-fi ller assertion) 
aT'e assertional axioms. An A-box is a finile set oj asserlional axioms, 0 
An interpretation of an A-box is an interpretation I of A£CF that in addition 
assigns to each individual a E OB an element a I E dom(I). 
An interpretation I satisfies an equality (a n egated equality) a = b (a -# b) if 
aI = bI (a I -# bI), it satisfies a membership assertion a : C if aI E CI , and it 
satisfies a role- or attribute-filler asse1'lion (a , b) : R if (aI, bI ) E RI. It satisfies 
an A-box A if it satisfies all assertional axioms in A. 
An interpretat ion I is called a model of A w.r.t. a terminology T if it is a 
model of T and sat isfies A. 
In particular, there is no unique name assumption (UNA) (a -# b does not 
imply aI -# bI). Since inequality assertions are allowed, the UN A can be easi ly 
simulated- if needed for selected individuals. Finally, the model-theoretic se-
mantics is the basis for the formal specification of the reasoning services of the 
assertional component. 
Definition 2.5 (A-box services) Let aT-box T be given. An A-box is called 
consistent lJ it has a model w. r. t. T. An object a is a member of a concept C 
w.r.t. an A-box A if all models I oj A satisfy a : C) too. 0 
Note that a is a member of C W.r.t. A iff Au {a : -,C} is not consistent. 
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3 EQUALITY BASED OPERATORS 
In this section a concept language based on ALe:;: with additional concept form-
ing operators, called existential and universal role/attribute (dis)agreements, is 
formally defined. These concept forming operators are based on equality and 
negated equality. This is quite different to the operators introduced in Section 
4. As for RVMs, the subsumption problem in a concept language with these 
additional language constructs is undecidable . 
Let U =RVM V be the original RVM construct, where u and v are two, possibly 
empty, chainings of roles and attributes. An individual a belongs to the concept 
U =RVM v iff the two sets of (transitive) role-fillers of u and v are identical. 
Formally, an interpretation extends to the RVMs according to:3 
( )I ·ff I I I I a E u =RVM V 1 a u = a v 
Note that each of the following constructs is different from the RVM construct. 
D efinition 3. 1 (equality-based operators) The new concept forming opera-
tors based on equality and negated equality are defined as follows. Let u and v be 
two role chainings. Then 
V( u = v) (universal agreement) 
V( u =I v) (universal disagreement) 
::J( u = v) (existential agreement) 
::J( u =I v) (existential disagreement) 
are concept terms with the following semantics: 
a E V(u = v)I iff 
for all b, c with (aI, bI ) E vI and (aI, e) E uI we have bI = e 
a E V(u =I v)I iff 
for all b, c with (aI, bI ) E vI and (aI, e) E uI we have bI =I e 
a E ::J(u = v)I i.ff 
there exists b with (aI, bI ) E vI and (aI, bI ) E uI 
a E ::J(u =I v)I iff 
there exist b, c with (aI,bI ) E vI and (aI,e) E uI and bI =I e o 
If u and v are attribute agreements, u =RVM V and V( u = v) are equivalent 
concepts. This is not the case if u and/or v would contain a role. Moreover, it is 
at least not obvious how RVMs with roles can be simulated by the equality-based 
3For a binary relation r and an object a the expression ar is defined as the set {b; 7·(a, b)}. 
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operators. Unfortunately, A£CF together with the constructs of the previous 
definition has an undecidable subsumption problem, too. 
This will be shown by a reduction of the word problem for semi-g1'oups to the 
subsumption problem in the concept language. First, the definition of the word 
problem is recalled. Let 1: be a finite alphabet, let 1:* be the set of finite, possibly 
empty words over 1:, and let t: be the empty word. Then a set 5 = {Ii = ri; Ii, 
ri E 1:*, i = 1, ... , m} is called a finite presentation of a semi-!J1'oup. Th is set 
induces a binary relation -s on 1:*: 
u-sviff 
there are words W1, W2 E 1:*, and an I = rES such that u = W l /W2 a.nd 
v = Wl1"!.U2. 
By "'s we denote the reflexive, transitive, and symmetric closure of -5. It is 
well known that a finite presentation 5 ex ists cons isting of seven equations over 
a two-element alphabet, 1: = {a, b} say, such that it is undecidable for two words 
u and v whether u "'s v holds or not (see, for instance [Boone, 1959]). 
Now let this system 5 be given. For the two elements a, bE 1: two attributes 
a , b are introduced, respectively. Let start , left , right be additional attributes, let 
back , forth be additional role names, and let A be a fresh concept name. Tlwn for 
two given words u, v E 1:* the follow ing concept definition schema is introduced 
Eq u,v = :3 (left = start 0 u) n :3( right = start 0 11) n 
:3(forth = start) 
For any model I (of the term inology up to this point) sati sfy ing Eqh "'fm,.9I ... gn 
there are (not necessarily distinct) objects, c, ao, al,"', am, bo, bl ,"', bn such 
that 
l. (ai-I, ad E ff, for 0 < i ::; m, and (bi- 1 , bi) E gr, for 0 < i ::; n 
2. ao = bo, (c,ao) E start , (c,ao) E forth, (c,a m ) E left , and (c,bn ) E right. 
This attribute/role structure is depicted in Figure l. 
The concept definition Top = A u -.A introduces a name for the universal 
concept. A single equat ion I = rES can be modeled by a concept Equation l=r 
defined by the following schema: 
Equationl=r = (:3I .Top => :3(1 = 1')) n 
(:3r.Top => :3(1 = r)) 
where the expressions of the form A => B are abbreviations for (-.A) U B. The 
concept :3/.Top is satisfied by an element x E dom(I) iff II(x) E dom(I), i.e., the 
partial funtion II is defined on x. 
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fn f2 fl gI g2 gm 
am_ ••• ----aI- aO=bO- bI-··· - bn 
forth, 
start 
right 
c 
Figure 1: Representing u and v 
Assume that the model I satisfies Equationl=r and that ao E Equation f=r. 
Then it is easy to show that ao E Equationl=r, lw E BoO, and (lw)I(ao) E dom(I) 
implies (rw?(ao) E dom(I). 
The presentation S = {eI, ... , e7} can now be easily represented as 
LocalS = Equation
e1 n ... Equation e7 . 
But how can this restriction be imposed on each element x for which there is a 
w E BoO such that wI (ao) = x? Since the concept language provides no transitive 
closure or cyclic definitions, the element c in Figure 1 is used as a 'relay that 
refreshes' the restriction. Consider, the following concept definition schema: 
LooPa = Vforth.Va.3(back 0 forth = t) n 
V(forth 0 a 0 back = t) 
Any model of the concept Eq u,vn LooPa nLooPb leads to a role/attribute structure 
right, forth 
Figure 2: Repeating back and forth 
as depicted in Figure 2. More precisely, c has all the x as role fillers for forth 
that can be reached from ao by a word w E BoO. Now it is easy to impose the 
requirements of S on each of these elements: GlobalS = Vforth. LocalS 
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Proposition 3.2 Given two w01,ds u, v E ~. 
Proof. 
Eq u,v n LooPa n LooPb n GlobalS subsumes 
3( left = right ) 
iff U '" S v . 
1) Assume that u "'S v : 
Let I be a model of t he above concept defini t ions, and let c be in (Eq u v n LooPa 
n LooPb n GlobaIS )I. Relying on the above construct ion it is easy to 'prove the 
fo llowing: 
If wI is defi ned on startI (c) 1 and w -t S w' or w' -t S w then wI (startI (c )) = 
wIT (sta rtI ( c) ). 
By definit ion there is a fin ite derivat ion of 1£ "'S v in terms of the symmet ric 
closure of -ts and thus, uI(startI( c)) = vI( startI( c)) and leftI(c) = rightI(c). By 
defin ition: c E 3 (left = right ) . 
2) Assume that not u "'S v : 
It is easy to verify that the interpretat ion const ructed be low is rt. mode l of L1l<' 
above concept definit ions and a counter example to the subsllmption re lat ion in 
question. 
Let dom( I ) = ~./ u {c} where ~*/ is t he set of eq ui valence classes induced 
"'S "'S 
by the congruence relat ion "'s. T he par t ia l fu nct ions aI and bI a re defined as 
left multiplications for all [xl E ~/. : 
"'S 
The other roles and att ri butes are defi ned as suggested by t he construction : 
2. (c, x) E forthI , fo r every x E ~/. , and 
"'S 
3. (x,y) E backI if (y ,x) E forthI . o 
Corollary 3.3 The subsumption problem in a concept language based on A£CF 
and extended by the equality-based operators universal and existential agreement 
is undecidable. 0 
This result shows that, as long as equali ty is involved, it is wise to restr ict 
oneselfs to attribute (dis )agreements. 
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4 OPERATORS WITH PREDICATES 
It is easy to see (for example by a comparison with CLASSIC) that the subsump-
tion problem remains decidable if the equality-based operators are restricted to 
chainings of attributes. The reduction in the undecidability proof in the previ-
ous section relied heavily on the possibility to specify cyclic role structures (for 
instance, ::J(back 0 forth = €)). 
In this section two ideas are developed that remove the capability to specify 
this kind of cyclic structure from the concept language. The first idea is to replace 
the equality in the equality-based operators by uninterpreted, possibly negated 
n-ary predicate symbols. The second idea is to split the interpretation domain 
into two separate domains: the abstract and the concrete domain [Baader and 
Hanschke, 1991al. Role and attribute fillers can now be restricted by predicates 
of the concrete domain, too. But concepts are always subsets of the concrete 
domain. 
Together with attribute (dis )agreements the abstract and the concrete pred-
icate based operators are a powerful, sti ll decidable, means to specify structural 
properties. 
4.1 CONCRETE DOMAINS 
Before the concept forming operators are introduced the notion "concrete do-
main" has to be formalized. 
Definition 4.1 A concrete domain D consists of a set dom(D)) the domain of D ) 
and a set pred(DL the predicate names ofD. Each predicate name p is associated 
with an arity n ) and an n-ary predicate pV ~ dom(D)n. D 
An important example is the concrete domain R of real arithmetic. The do-
main of R is the set of all real numbers, and the predicates of R are given by 
formulae which are built by first order means (i.e., by using logical connectives and 
quantifiers) from equalities and inequalities between integer polynomials in sev-
eral indeterminates.4 For example, x + Z2 = Y is an equality between the polyno-
mials p(x, z) = x+z2 and q(y) = y; and x > y is an inequality between very simple 
polynomials. From these equalities and inequalities one can e.g. build the formu-
lae ::Jz(x+z2 = y) and ::Jz( x+z2 = y)V(x > y). The first formula yields a predicate 
name of arity 2 (since it has two free variables), and it is easy to see that the associ -
ated predicate is {( r, s); rand s are real numbers and r ~ s}. Consequently, the 
predicate associated to the second formula is {(r,s); rand s are real numbers} 
= dom(R) x dom(R). 
4For the sake of simplicity it is assumed here that the formula itself is the predicate name. 
In applications, the user will probably take his own intuitive names for these predicates . 
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To get inference algorithms for the extended concept language which will be 
introduced below, the concrete domain has to satisfy some additional properties. 
For technical reasons the set of predicate names of the concrete domain is re-
quired to be closed under negation, e.g., if P is an n-ary predicate name in pred(V) 
then a predicate name q in pred(V) has to exist such that qV = dom(Vt \ pV. In 
addition, a unary predicate name is needed which denotes the predicate dom(V). 
The property which will be formulated now clarifies what kind of reasoning 
mechanisms are required in the concrete domain. Let PI, ... , Pk be k (not nec-
essarily different) predicate names in pred(V) of arities nl, ... , nk . Consider the 
conjunction 
i=1 
Here ~(i) stands for an ni-tuple (x~i), ... , x~!) of variables . It is important to note 
that neither all variables in one tuple nor those in different tuples are assumed 
to be distinct . Such a conjunction is said to be satisfiable iff there exists an 
assignment of elements of dom(V) to the variables such that the conjunction 
becomes true in V. 
For example, let Pl(X,y) be the predicate :Jz(x + Z2 = y) in pred(R), and let 
P2(X, y) be the predicate x > y in pred(R). Obviously, neither the conjunction 
Pl(X,y)I\P2(X,y) nor P2(X,X) is satisfiable. 
< 
Definition 4.2 A concrete domain V is called admissible iff (i) the set of its 
predicate names is closed under negation and contains a name for dom(V), and 
(ii) the satisfiability problem for finite conjunctions of the above mentioned form 
is decidable. 0 
The concrete domain R is admissible. This is a consequence of Tarski's de-
cidability result for real arithmetic [Tarski, 1951; Collins, 1975]. For the linear 
case (where the polynomials in the equalities and inequalities have to be lin-
ear) there exist more efficient methods (see e.g. [Weispfenning, 1988; Loos and 
Weispfenning, 1990]). 
4 .2 T HE ADDITION AL OPERATOR S 
With the above formalization of concrete domains the extension A.cCFP(V) of 
A.cCF which is parametrized by an admissible concrete domain V can be defined . 
The new concept forming operators can be seen as generalizations of the value 
restriction and the exists-in restriction. 
Definition 4.3 (syntax of A.cCFP(V)) The concept formalism of A.cCF is 
extended by the following operators. Let UI,' . . ,Un be role/attribute chainings. 
Then 
VUI,"', un.p (generalized value restriction) 
:JUl, ... , Un .p (generalized exists-in restriction) 
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are concept t erms zn each of the following cases: Th e t erm p which IS called 
restrictor 
1. is a p·redicate of the concrete domain wilh arity n, 
2. is of th e form p or -'p, wh ere p is an abstract predicat e of a·rity n, 
3. is a concept term and n = 1, or 
4- is "=" or "f= ", n is 2, andul , U2 are chainings of attributes. o 
In addition to defining the interpretation of the new operators, the interpre-
tation function has to take care of the concrete domain. Thi s somehow makes 
the definition complicated at first glan ce. 
D efini tion 4 .4 (semantics of ACCFP(V)) Th e differences of interp ·,.elat ions 
of A CCF and the extended language are as follows: 
Th e set dom(I), which is called abstract domai n f01' th is lang1lage, is rcqui1'ed 
to be disjoint to dom(V). 
Because attributes and roles link th e abstract with th e concrete doma in their 
interpretation is liberated: An att1'ibut e f is in terp1'e t ed as a partial funct ion 
fI : dom(I) ~ dom(I) U dom(V) 
and a role r as a binary predicat e 
rI ~ dom(I) x (dom(I) U dom(V)). 
A 11. abstract predicate p of arity n is interpreted as pI ~ dom(It and (-,p)I 
as dom(I)n \ pI , and a concrete predicate p is interpreted as pI = pV . 
It remains to define how the n ew operators are interpreted: 
a E (VUl,···,un-p)I iff 
for all Yl, .. . , Yn with (x, Yl) E ui , 
pI 
a E (:Jul,··· , un.pf iff 
th e1'e exists Yl, ··· , yn with (x,yt) E uf, ... , (x, Yn ) E u~ and (Yl , · ·· ,Yn) E 
pI 
o 
The assertional component of the extended formalism allows additional forms 
of assertional axioms . These are the predicate assertions p( al, ... , an) where p 
can be an abstract, a negated abstract, or a concrete predicate of arity n. They 
are satisfied by an interpretation I iff (ai, · ··, n I ) E pI . 
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As already mentioned the membership problem can be reduced to a consis-
tency test. Since a concept term C subsumes a concept term D iff a : -,C n D is 
inconsistent, the subsumption problem can also be reduced to a consistency test. 
The next section presents a decision procedure that answers in finite time the 
consistency problem of this extended language. So, the following theorem holds: 
Theorem 4.5 Assume that an admissible concrete domain 1) is given. Th en 
th ere exist decision procedures for the consistency, th e subsumption, and th e m em-
bership problem in A£CFP(1)). 0 
5 THE BASIC ALGORITHM 
This sect ion presents an algorithm that decides in finite time whether a given 
A-box Ao is consistent or not. T he algorithm is a generalization of the tech-
nique t hat was introduced in [Schmidt-SchauB and Smolka, 1991] and further 
e laborated, c .g., in [Baader and Hanschke, 1991b; Baader , 1991 ; Hollunder et al. , 
1990] 
Roughl y, the a lgorithm proceeds as fo llows. It starts with a given A-box 
A , and app li es transformation rules to A that make the knowledge represented 
by th(' assert io ns more exp li c it. Ultimately, one o f the fo llow ing two s itu at ions 
occurs: 
1. The A-box becomes "obviously cont radictory", or 
2. a ll know lcdge has been made exp li cit. 
In the lat,t,c r case t he A-box is call ed complete and describes directly a model of 
thc ori gin a l A. In the other case A is inconsistent. 
Sometimes it is necessary to make a case distinction during the transformation 
proccss, sin cc di sjunct ions occur (implicitly and explicitly) in the formalism . So, 
a transformation step may transform a single A-box A in two new A-boxes Bl 
and B2. In this case A is inconsistent if both BI and B2 are inconsistent. For that 
rcason, the algorithm operates with sets of A-boxes rather t han a single A-box. 
If the consistcncy of a n A-box A has to be checked, the algorithm is initiali zed 
with the s ingleton set M o = {Ao} where Ao is the unfolded (see below) version 
of A. 
5. 1 U NFOLDIN G 
Let a terminology T and an A-box Ao be given. To simplify t he presentation , t he 
A-boxes are first normal ized by the unfolding nde. It replaces a concept name C 
by its definition t if the concept defin ition C = t is in T . Because terminologies 
do not conta in cycles this rule can only be applied finitely many times. After all 
t he defin ed concepts have been replaced , the terminology is not needed any more 
for t he consistcncy test. 
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5.2 TRANSFORMATION RULES 
This section presents the transformation rules that operate on the set Mo. They 
generate a fini te sequence (see the next section for a proof of the fini teness) of 
sets M I , M 2 , M 3 , . .. Mk of A-boxes. 
5 .2 .1 Pushing N egation 
The negation rules propagate negation ("-,") towards the leaves of the concept 
terms. Recall that -, is a complement operator w.r.t. dom(I) and that attributes 
and roles link the abstract domain with the concrete domain. So it is convenient 
to introduce a global complement operator "'. It is defined by "'pI = (dom(I) U 
dom(v)n \ pI where p is a restrictor with arity n (Definition 4.3) . 
-,-,s -'(snt) -,(sut) "''''P 
s -,s U -,t ' -,s n -,t ' p 
-,\lVI, ... , Vn.p 
:lVI . . . Vn."'p , 
-,:lVI ,·· · , Vn.p 
\lVI ... Vn."'p 
5.2 .2 Transform at ion R ules 
Whereas the previous rules are rewriting rules that operate on (sub)terms the 
following rules operate on the level of assertions. For these remaining rules the 
expressions of the form 
premzses 
consequences 
have to be read as follows: if there is an A-box A in the current Mi that fulfills 
the premises, then the successor Mi+I is obtained by adding the consequences to 
A. A rule must not be applied in an A-box A with a particular instantiation of 
the premises if the rule has already been applied with the same instantiation of 
the premises in that A-box. Neither must it be applied if the A-box contains an 
obvious contradiction (see Section (5.2.4). 
If vertical bars "I" occur in the consequence of a rule, this means that the 
A-box A E Mi to which the rule is applied has to be replaced with new A-boxes 
for each of the alternatives that are separated by the bar(s). So, in these cases 
Mi+I contains more A-boxes than its predecessor Mi. 
5 .2 .2 .1 The Operator Rules These rules split concept terms into its im-
mediate sub terms and generate new assertions. 
(Rn) a: s n t 
a: s, a : t 
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s U t : a (RU) 
a : s I a : t 
This rule transforms the affected A-box into two A-boxes. 
(R\T) (a, bJ) : VI,· ·· , (a, bn) : Vn, a : \TVI ... Vn·p 
( bl , ... , bn ) : P 
(R3) 
A premise (a, b) : V is fulfilled if 
1. a = b and v is t or 
2. there is a (a, c) : R in the A-box, v sp lits into Rv' where R IS an 
attribute or role, and, recursively, (c, d) : v' is fulfilled. 
a : 3VI ... Vn.p 
(a,bJ): VI,···,(a,bn): vn,(bl,···,bn) : P 
Here the bi are fresh individuals. 
5.2.2.2 The Role and Attribute Rules The (R3) rul e may generate new 
assertions of the form (a, b) : v where v is a chaining of attributes or roles. It may 
also cause forks. These are pairs of attribute-filler assertion s (a, b) : f, (a, c) : J 
with b =f c. These configurations are treated by the following rules: 
(Ro) ( a, b) : R 0 v 
(a , c) : R, ( c, b) : v 
Here c is a fresh individual. 
(Rt) (a, b) : t 
a=b 
(R~) (a, bJ) : j, (a, b2) : j ·f j . ·b ~ b _ b I . IS an attn ute. 
I - 2 
5.2.2.3 The rv Rules T he following rul es deal with the global comp lement 
operator if it occurs at the top level in an assertion. 
(RrvV) (al'···' an) : rvp _ 
al : T I ... I an : T I (al,···, an) : p 
if p is a concrete predicate and p is the complement of p w.r.t. dom(V) 
(since V is admissible p is also a predicate of the concrete domain), and T 
is a specific concept name that is always interpreted as dom(I). 
(RrvP) (al,··· , an) : rvp 
al : V I ... I an : V I (al,·· . , an) : -'p 
if p is a concept term and n = 1 or its is an abstract predicate. 
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(R ",=) (aI, a2) : "'= 
(al,a2) :=/= 
(R"':f ) (aI, a2) : "':f 
(al,a2) := 
5.2.2.4 The Domain Rules The abstract and the concrete domain are dis-
joint. This may lead to obvious contradict ions. The domain ru les try to make 
explicit the domain to which an individual belongs. 
(R PT) (al, ·· · , an) : p 
al : T, · .. , an : T 
if p is a primitive concept or an abstract predicate. 
(R R ) (al,a2) : R ·fR · 1 ·b T I IS a 1'0 e or attn ute. 
al : T 
(R 'OT ) (at, · ··, an) : p 
al : V, . .. , an : V 
if p is a concrete predicate different from 'O. 
5.2.2.5 The Identification Rule The attribute agreements and the func-
tional character of the attributes may lead to equality assertions. These are 
treated by the following rule: 
(R=) 
replace a by b in the affected A-box 
( a, b) : = 
5.2.3 The St rat egy 
In order to get a terminating algorithm the order in which the rules may be 
executed has to be restricted. Identifications of individuals have to take place as 
soon as possible. So the "role and attribute rules" and the identification rule are 
executed with the highest priority. 
If a transformation rule has been applied to some assertions and later some 
individuals in these assertions are replaced during applications of the (R=) rule, 
the transformation rule must not be applied again to these assertions (although 
the premises are not exactly the same) . 
5.2.4 Obvious Contradictions 
A single A-box A is obviously contradictory in each of the following cases: 
Primitive Clash: The A-box contains a pair of assertions of the form Q : P,Q : 
-'p where p is an abstract predicate (resp ., a concept term) and Q is a tuple 
of individuals (resp., an individual). 
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Domain Clash: The A-box contains a : T, a : V . 
Equality Clash: The A-box contain s a =J a. 
Concrete Domain Clash: The A-box contains predicate assertions {h : PI, ... , 
Qn : Pn where the Pi are concrete predicates and the satisfiabili ty test of the 
concrete domain says that the above conjunct ion is not satisfiable. 
5.3 SUMMARY OF ALGORITHM 
The following procedure, written in a pseudo programming language, summari zes 
the consistency test of A-boxes of A£CFP(V ). 
Algorithm 5.1 (consistency test) The p1'Ocedw'e lakes an A -box A as an ar-
gument and checks whether it is consislent or nolo 
define procedure check-consistency (A) 
Ao := unfold (A} 
1':= 0 
M o:= {Ao} 
while 'a transformation rule is applicable to M r ' 
do 
l' := l ' + 1 
Mr := app ly-a-transformat ion-rule(M r _ l } 
od 
if 'there is an A E Mr that is not obviously contrad ictory' 
then return consistent 
else return inconsistent 
o 
6 THE PROOF 
In this section termination, sound ness, and completeness of the cons istency test 
(Algorithm 5.1) are proved. Together, these facts imply that the algorithm is a 
decision procedure for the consistency of an A-box A. 
Proposition 6.1 Assume that Algorithm 5.1 is applied to A. Then 
1. th e algorithm always computes in finite time a set M r of A-boxes each of 
which is complete or obviously contradictory, and 
2. the initial A -box is inconsistent iff all A -boxes A E M r contain a clash. 
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Proof. The proposition is a consequence of the four lemmata (6.2, 6.3, 6.4) stated 
and proved below. 0 
As already mentioned, unfolding terminates, because terminologies are acyclic. 
Since unfolding does not change the satisfiability of an A-box, this preparatory 
step is neglected in the proof. 
The while loop of Algorithm 5.1 reduces the semantic problem of consistency 
for the A-box A o to a simple syntactic problem for a finite set Mr of A-boxes. 
This syntactic problem is to check whether there is an A-box in Mr that is 
not obviously contradictory. In order to show the correctness of the reduction, 
termination is proved first. 
Assume that a computation using the algorithm is given and that in a single 
execution of the loop body the A-boxes B1 , ... ,Bn , n > 0, have been derived by 
an application of one of the transformation rules to an A-box A. Then the Bi 
are called descendants of A. 
Lemma 6.2 (termination) The algorithm always computes a complete set of 
A-boxes Mr in finite time. 
Proof. Assume that a possibly infinite computation is given. In order to show 
termination it suffices to prove that there is no infinite sequence of A-boxes 
Ao, At, ... where Ai+! is a descendant of Ai. 
This sequence with the associated applications of transformation rules defines 
a sequence of trees 80, 81 , . .. as follows: 
1. The initial tree 80 consists just of the edges j3 ---+ v( a : C) where a : C is a 
membership assertion in Ao and j3 is an additional root. 
2. For an individual a let a(k) denote the individual name that stands in place 
of a after all replacements of the rule (R=) up to Ak have been performed . 
Each time a transformation rule is applied to an A-box, Ak say, generating 
new membership assertions bj : Bj, j = 1, ... , l, the tree 8i+1 is constructed 
from 8i . This is done by adding edges v(a: A) ---+ v(bj : Bj), j = 1, ... , 1, 
where the v(bj : Bj ) are new nodes and a(k) : A occurs in the (instanti-
ated) premise of the transformation rule (there is always exactly one such 
assertion) . 
If individuals are replaced, this is not done in the tree. So 8i conservatively 
extends 8i+1 . 
Note that not every application of a transformation rule leads to a new 8i 
(consider for example the rule (Rf---+). But, it is easy to observe that the compu-
tation of an infinite sequence of descending A-boxes (as the one above) leads to 
an infinite sequence of trees with an increasing number of nodes. 
If the 8's are considered as sets of edges, 
6 = U 8i 
i=0,1,2, ... 
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is a tree, too. If it can be shown that ~ is finite, this yields a contradiction and 
the proof is done. 
Assume that ~ is infinite. 
1) The mapping 1. 1 from nodes to naturals is inductively defined as 
1. Iv( b : B)I := IBI 
2. Ipi := 1, if p is an abstract or a concrete predicate, a primitive concept, =, 
or =/:-. 
3. IB n CI := IAI + IBI, 
IB U CI := IAI + IBI, 
l:3vI,' .. , vn·pl := Ipi + 1, 
l\lvl,' .. , vn·pl := Ipi + 1, 
I ,,-,pi := Ipl * 2 + 1, 
I--pl := Ipl * 2 
has the following nice property: v(a : A) ~ v(b : B) implies 111(a : A)I > 
Iv(b:B)I· 
This implies that the depth of ~ (defined as the number of edges in the longest 
directed pat.h) is bounded by 
max{lv(a : C)I ; v(a: C) occurs in 50} + 1. 
2) It remains to show that the tree is finitely branching. Let a node v(a : C) 
be given. If C is not a generalized value restriction, the node has exactly one 
descendant. This holds because the transformation rule applied to the assertion 
related to this node has exactly on assertion in its premise, and, by definition, 
rules are only applied once per premise. 
If C is a generalized-value restriction \lu], .. . ,Un.p, where p is not a concept 
term then the node does not have any successor, because only new membership 
assertions lead to new nodes. 
So a node v( a : C ) where C is a value restriction V R.C is the last kind of node 
that could have infinitely many immediate successors. The rule (RV) is applied 
once to this assertion per attribute-filler or role-filler assertion (a, b) : R. 
Since the "role and attribute rules" are executed with a priority higher than 
the priority of (R\I), t he node has only one descendant, too, if R is an attribute. 
Let a node v of the form v(ao : \I R.C) be given where R is a role and C is 
a concept . Note that this is the last remaining case. All other kinds of nodes 
have already been proved to have only finitly many successors. Assume that v 
has infinitely man descendants. 
Observation 1: To get these infinitely many descendants the computation has 
to generate infinitely many role-filler assertions of the form ( ao, b) : R. These 
come 
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1. either from an assertion c : ~Ul' ... ,Un.p or 
2. an assertion (a', b) : R has been generated from an assertion c: ~Ul'·.·' Un.p 
and, later, the individuals 'a and ao have been identified. 
In both cases c is linked to ao through a directed path labeled with attributes. 
Let N be the infinite set of nodes belonging to the generating assertions c : 
~Ul' . .. ,Un.p, and let F be the infinite set of generated R role fillers of ao. 
Note that there can be only finitely many exceptions (ao, b) : R that are not 
generated from a node in N. 
Observation 2: Let b E F. Now observe that all individuals d that can be 
reached from b through a directed path of attribute/role assertions cannot be 
reached from another b' E F, b' -=1= b. 
Observation 3: If v(a : A) is any node in ~ and v(b : B) is any other node 
below v( a : A) then a equals b or there is a directed path from a to b. 
Let ( ao, b) : R, b E F be one of the generated assertions. Then there does not 
exist an attribute/role path from b to ao. 
Together with the contraposition of Observation 3 this implies that the in-
finitely many nodes in N are not descendants of v in ~. 
These infinitely many nodes must be descendants of the finitely many nodes 
in Ao. Consider the subtree ~' of ~ that is obtained by taking all pathes from 
the nodes in D to the root (3. 
Since ~ has finite depth, ~' has finite depth. Now assume that there is an 
infinite branch in ~' at a node v(b : B). Then, as above, B is a value restriction 
V R.'C' with a role R', and there are infinitely many role-fillers for b. Only finitely 
many are not generated by the rules (R~) and (Ro). 
So, there are at least two nodes in the infinite N that are in different subtrees 
of v(b: B) belonging to generated role-fillers bI and bn of b w.r.t. R'. 
Analog to Observation 2, the set of individuals reachable from bI and b2 , 
respectively, are disjoint. But ao is reachable from both bI and b2 because of 
observations 3 and 1: contradiction. So, ~' is finite which contradicts the infinity 
of N. So, v has only finitely many descendants and ~ is finite, too. 0 
To prove the second part of Proposition 6.1, the notion of contradictory A-
boxes is introduced. It is the syntactic equivalent to inconsistent A-boxes. The 
definition is by induction on the relation "descendant" which has just been proved 
noetherian. An A-box A occurring in the computation is contradictory with 
respect to a computation iff 
• A does not have descendants and is obviously contradictory, or 
• all descendants of A are contradictory. 
Please note that according to this definition Ao is contradictory iff after the loop 
in Algorithm 5.1 all A-boxes in Mr are obviously contradictory. 
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Lemma 6.3 (soundness) A n A -box that is contradictory with respect to a given 
computation is inconsistent. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the definition of contradictory, with a case 
analysis according to the transformation rule applied. Assume that a contradic-
tory A-box A is given. It has to be shown that it does not have a model. 
1) If A does not have a descendant, it must be obviously contradictory and 
cannot have a model. 
2) For the induction step, assume to the contrary that A has a model I. It 
has to be shown that at least one of the descendants of A has a model. This 
will be a contradiction to the induction hypothesis, because all descendants of 
cont radi ctory A-boxes are contradictory. 
This shall only be demonst rated for the case of the (R\I) rule. The other cases 
can be treated similarly. 
Assume that the rule has been applied to the axioms (a, bt) : VI, "', (a, bn ) : 
V n , a : \lV1 ... Vn. p generating the descendant B. Please note that B is a superset 
of A and that the only axiom in B that is not in A is (b1 , ... ,bn ) : p. Hence, it 
suffices to show that I satisfies b: C. This is an immediate consequence of the 
definition of the generalized value restriction. 0 
Lemma 6.4 (completeness) If th e initial A-box Ao is not contradictory with 
1'espect to a given computation, it has a model. 
Proof. If Ao is not contradictory then there is an A-box B 2 Ao in Mr that is 
not obviously contradictory. Next an interpretation I of B is defined: 
1. Because the clash rule related to the concrete domain is not applicable, 
there is a variable assignment a that satisfies the conjunction of all occurring 
axioms of the form P(Xl,"" xn). The interpretation I interprets all x with 
x:DinBasa(x). 
2. The domain dom(I) consists of all the objects x with x : T in B. 
:3. Let p be a. primitive concept or an abstract predicate. Then (al , ... ,an ) E 
pT iff «(ll, . .. ,an) : p occurs in B. The domain rules ensure that all (lj belong 
to dom(I). 
4. Let R be a role or attribute. Then (a, b) E RI iff (a, b) : R is in B. This 
is well defin ed even if R is an attribute, because of the transformation rule 
(R~), which is not applicable to B. The domain rules ensure that a belongs 
to dom(I). 
It is straightforward, but tedious, to show by induction on the size of the axioms 
that I is not only an interpretation but also a model of B. 
Here only the case of the generalized value rest riction is demonstrated: 
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Assume a : VVl ... Vn.p is in B. Let any objects bt, ... , bn be given. 
If (a, bt) E vi, ... , (a, bn ) E v~ the transformation rule (RV) ensures 
that (bt, ... , bn ) : P is in B. By induction hypothesis, I satisfies this 
assertion. 
Since the b; were arbitrary, by definition, I satisfies the generalized 
value restriction. 
Finally, Ao ~ B is used to deduce that I is also a model for Ao 
7 CONCLUSIONS 
o 
In [Schmolze, 1989] a family of concept languages is presented which is also based 
on n-ary predicates. One motivation for this formalism is that some concepts 
are more naturally expressed in terms of n-ary predicates. The terminological 
formalisms of the present paper are more "object centered" and use predicates 
only to specify role interaction. It is not clear for which members of the family 
of concept languages presented in [Schmolze, 1989] decision procedures for the 
common reasoning services exist. 
In the present paper concept forming operators to specify interaction of roles 
and attributes have been studied. It has been shown that universal and existential 
role/ attribute (dis ) agreements lead in general to an undecidable subsumption 
problem. Nevertheless, an expressive concept language with sound and complete 
reasoning algorithms has been presented that allows to specify interactions on the 
basis of abstract and concrete predicates as well as attribute (dis )agreements. 
The TAXON system implements a superset of the concept forming operators 
of A,CCFP(V). The system is written in CommonLisp and has been implemented 
in the ARC-TEC project (Acquisition and Representation and Compilation of 
TEChnical Knowledge) [Bernardi et al., 1991]. It is mainly used in an applica-
tion in mechanical engineering (ARC-TEC) dealing with the production planning 
of lathe workpieces and a project TOOCON (TOOls for model-based CONfigu-
ration) that develops a configuration system for low-volta.ge switch boards. 
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